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About This Software

3D Organon Anatomy is an interactive human anatomy application featuring all 15 body systems. 3D Organon unfolds life-like
high resolution 3D models covering every aspect of the human body. It features an extensive knowledge-base of anatomical

definitions with the terminology based on the official Terminologia Anatomica.

The application delivers accurate visual and textual information, immediate response time, and intuitive navigation. It satisfies
the highest standards of medical and scientific accuracy. All anatomical definitions and clinical correlations are written by

professors of anatomy and medical professionals.

The new STEAM version of the app includes the human ‘Actions’ module, with animations of joints and bones. This update
brings you more stunning features, such as multiple workspaces, a live anatomy annotation tool during navigation, a unique

topographic anatomy layout, help tutorials, and visualization of anatomy with incredible detail.

Game changer multi-user anatomy trainer
The new ‘Network’ module allows STEAM users to join multi-user online training sessions created by subscribed educators and
institutions. The new awesome virtual anatomy trainer enables you to attend online anatomy lessons and communicate with your

teacher and peers in real-time with voice and chat messages. The new module is cross platform, setting no barriers for users
joining a session with any supported device (VR and non-VR). Get in touch with us at prosupport@3dorganon.com for more

details.

Who is 3D Organon Anatomy for?
The app is designed to suit a range of individuals from medical and allied-health students, to patients, artists, and curious minds.
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It helps students grasp the challenging subject of anatomy, but it is also easily understood by laypeople without a medical
background. The upgrade to an Enterprise license grants access to advanced teaching tools that could complement any anatomy

curriculum. Educators and healthcare professionals can now visualize and explore anatomy as never before.

THIS IS THE DESKTOP VERSION OF 3D ORGANON ANATOMY

Why 3D Organon Anatomy is the most motivating anatomy app?

Amazing life-like high detail graphics for better user experience

Visualize anatomy using the latest 3D technologies

Join multi-user anatomy training sessions created by subscribed educators and institutions

Skeletal system and joints animations without an additional cost!

Start understanding anatomy within minutes

You can add and subtract whole body systems on your screen at once

Unique topographic anatomy layout: you can select from regional body systems and view the systems of interest,
excluding others

Switch between customized workspaces for quicker anatomy model access

Real-time identification of anatomy — hover mouse pointer on a structure during navigation and an annotation will show
up (without clicking)

Hundreds of pages of anatomical definitions and medical texts are included

New help menu with explainer video tutorials

Take notes related to a selected structure and make drawings layered on top of the presentation view

Study from hundreds of preconfigured scenes based on popular anatomical views found in anatomy atlases and
textbooks

The developer of 3D Organon Anatomy has been awarded as the ‘Startup of the Year’ in the prestigious iAwards contest
organized by the Australian Information Industry Association. Our team is also behind the world’s first fully-featured virtual

reality anatomy atlas — the award-winning app 3D Organon VR Anatomy.

3D Organon Anatomy includes detailed male and female models. It features all body systems: Skeletal, Connective, Muscular,
Arterial, Venous, Nervous, Lymphatic, Heart, Respiratory, Digestive, Endocrine, Urinary, Reproductive, Sensory organs, and

Integumentary/skin.

Awesome features

Rotate, Pan, and Zoom in/out functions

Double tap to select and focus on a structure

Use navigation panel for quick view of all positions of human model
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Hide or Fade selected structures

Save your models in Favorites for later reference

Discover Lock mode — a powerful tool enabling you to operate on user-defined structures and body systems

Single- and Multi-select modes

Beautiful symmetry of human organs and structures that make the learning experience easy and appealing

Realistic X-ray mode (Fade others button)

Live search tool

Listen to anatomical terminology in English

Isolate view of any selected structure(s)

Addition/subtraction buttons for displaying muscles into layers, from deep to superficial
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Title: 3D Organon Anatomy
Genre: Education
Developer:
Medis Media
Publisher:
Medis Media
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 | AMD FX-6100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card with a least 1.5GB video ram, Screen resolution 1280x768

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card

Additional Notes: 2-button optical scroll mouse required

English
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Game sucks, don't waste your bills.. Good game, works with Oculus Rift.

but here are some issues

1) crazy speed. Need to slow down bowling.
2) Ball goes through bat handle.
3) Facing position should be customizable. Very uncomfortable batting position for me.
4) Batting feedback should be there when knocking the ground and hitting the ball.
5) Bat looks like a toy. Bat should be wider, bigger.

6\/10 stars, but its the best cricket game that I have seen on vr.. Very nice, but rather short Visual Novel. Took me about 1.5
hours to complete the story once. You follow the story of a detective with his assistant. The detective has a very special
character ;)

The story is nice and easy to read. Sometimes I wish the text lines wouldn't stretch over the complete screen but break more
often. Would be much easier for the eyes. Also there are a couple of typos starting from about 50% of the story. But that was
not a big problem.

Overall a nice game for about 2 hours.. I like this game a lot! but it still needs some of the bugs worked out for sure. like
sometimes when the wave spawns it gets stuck way off in the distance and then after that happens once all waves get stuck in
same spot after that. I can see this game becoming somthing good though after bugs fixed and maybe an ability to UPG blocks
and add a few new ones to make things more interesting. best game i luv. Great game. But only one problem. NOBODY
PLAYS IT!!!!! It is too good of a game for no one to play it. Cough up 10 bucks people. pls. i cri ervy tmie.
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The Bad:
The dwarfs walk really slow. They don't get out of eachother's way. Its frustrating to try to figure out what stuff you can interact
with. The hand-painted normalmaps haven't caused the graphics to age very well. The camera jerks around uncontrollably. You
can't queue up commands to other dwarfs while one dwarf slowly walks around.

The Good:
The music is cute. Its a complete game, its not alpha. Except for the tutorial, the ability to read is not required to play it.

Don't get this game unless you are a true fan of the adventure genre and love solving simple puzzles very slowly.. I was waiting
for this! I'm glad that it was released already. I immediately bought it as soon as I can. It was a nice read. The length was
comparable to the first chapter. If you like being verbally abused by a beautiful half-Japanese tsundere, buy this. You won't
regret it.. Very fun looking shooter. Nice skill/weapon progession agaisnt an equally progressing inventory of enemies. Graphics
are great, and the story is ok.. I didnt make it through 5 minutes of this VN. Why? YOU CANT SAVE DURING CHOICES.
What the duece man? Exploring choices is a fundameental part of most VN's these days. All in all, I like the art style, the music
is original, and it looks like there was some work put into the game. However, player beware.. A well made Riichi Mahjong
game with a good variety of rulesets to choose from. An easy to understand interface with audio and visual indicators make the
game accessible even for people new to the game. The customizable color of the tiles and the board make for a good extra
touch.
The biggest issue still seems to be just finding people to play the game online, even though the bot support is also available.
Speaking of the bots, the AI could be a tad bit better, especially when playing with a mix of bots and real players.

Overall the game was a really nice idea, its hard to find a proper Riichi Mahjong game in English. Tenhou is a thing, but that's
in Japanese only.. Achievements: "COMBAT CAT" and "STREET CAT" seem unattainable. Thus, "COMBAT CAT"(all
achievements unlocked) is also unattainable. While not necessarily broken, they require an unreasonable amount of kills in a
single run(something that is not tracked!)

+Unique match-3 mechanics
+Upgrade system
+Cute art
+Addicting
+Cheap

=Retro aesthetic\/music

-3 unattainable achievements
-Constant border on the edges
-Windowed mode does not get rid of the border

Honestly, it hurts me to not recommend this game. It's a really fun match-3-- er, y'know, 4. It has a cool swapping mechanic that
I, personally, have not yet seen. The artstyle is cute. I love cats. It's a great game. If you don't care about achievements, I'd say go
for it. It's a blast. The only major issue besides the achievements is that, even in a window, 2\/3 of the playscreen is a large
border. If the achievements were fixed, I'd definitely change this review.. I wish there was a Neutral feature on these reviews
because that's where it would fall for me, but if I had to I'd say it's not bad so it gets a tentative Positive.

The game plays a lot like the original Genesis games and that is pretty nice, but I had no idea what I was doing. The time travel
thing is not explained. The Future\/Past mechanic is not explained. The point of the game is not explained. In fact, there is no
point at which anything is explained, which should be fine. A Sonic game really should just be "run from start to finish real fast
without dying", but this game doesn't do that.

I actually looked it up. I had to Google wtf is up with Sonic CD. This video told me all I needed to know to finally enjoy the
game: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HG-mXjr03cQ

The game makes the mistake of not telling you your purpose. You see Sonic is trying to make a better future by going into the
past. You are supposed to find a machine in each level after travelling to the past by flipping the the Past marker and running at
top speed long enough.
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I get that it adds a new element of exploration to the game and that can be a lot of fun, but the fact that I had no idea it was even
a thing makes the game frustrating and odd.

So, knowing that you are supposed to find this machine, maybe you can enjoy the game more. Maybe I'll pick it up and beat it
some day, but the simple fact that the game gives you no indication of this mechanic makes it almost unplayable which is too
bad because otherwise I might have really enjoyed it the first time I tried to play.
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